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ICH-RG trial at NATO Exercise Trident Juncture 15

• NATO NRF C2 Certification exercise
  – CPX 3-16 Oct
  – LIVEX 20Oct-6 Nov
• ICH-RG deployed to CPX phase at JTF HQ location
  – JTF HQ ICH-RG SOI
  – Users
    • JTF HQ (MS & NU)
    • LCC CIMIC (MS & NU)
    • White Cell (NU)
    • 12 NNE at international Agency Center (internet)
  – Good usage of the tool
  – Very relevant feedback, e.g. on
    • Functional requirements
    • User interface
    • NNE portal functionality
    • …
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Some Challenges

• User Metadata awareness

• Better understanding of the NNE requirements
  – very diverse
  – Flexibility is key to any solution

• Integration of an ICH-RG like concept into existing and future IM solutions and C2 applications

• Specification and procurement of application agnostic gateways

• Two tier accreditation
  – Generic service agnostic platform
  – Specific mission tailored implementation

• Inform other rapid development initiatives to avoid overlap